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In the future, some key Space applications like (Active) Debris Removal and Space Resources
24
(Mining) could benefit from the combined use of Spaceborne Sails and/with "Space Tugs". The latter 25 being in-orbit infrastructures offering stored resources and/or available services for other missions.
26
Rendez-vous between satellites and On-Orbit Servicing (OOS) will thus become classical operations 27 requiring multiple and repeated docking or berthing connections with or without transfers of 28 materials.
29
The work presented in this paper relates to recent and ongoing activities in Luxembourg aiming 
42
It is interesting to recall here that photonic propulsion (thanks to solar sails) has been identified 
54
If spaceborne sails originated thus from missions requiring photonic propulsion, they have
55
(recently) evolved towards other applications:
56
• as Drag Sails (DRS), where the deployed area is exposed to atmospheric fluxes to bring in 57 shorter time (satellite) debris down toward Earth and their relative destruction during re-entry.
58
• as "Functional" Sails, proposed for use either as large solar power generator, as antenna or other
59
applications requiring the implementation of additional (flexible) functionalities on the 60 deployed sail membrane.
61
Although several configurations exist, spaceborne sails have often been conceived as square flat 62 systems made of four sail segments deployed by booms from a box-shaped "Sail Module". Two
63
important parameters of (square) sails are the sidelength "S" and, the "Sail Assembly Loading" which 64 is defined as the ratio of the complete sail module (i.e. sail film + all sail, booms structures and 65 mechanisms) mass to the deployed sail area.
67
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Current (Max) [4] Current (Min) [4] "Near" [5, 6] "Mid" [5, 6] "Far" [5, 6] 
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As seen on Figure 3a here above, the typical (modular) resources stored and transferred to/from 
97
In the present research project, it is proposed to consider the implementation of Spaceborne Sail
98
Modules on Space Tugs to support missions like:
99
• De-orbiting and re-entry with "Drag Sails".
100
• Inter-planetary journeys (based on photonic propulsion) with "Solar Sails".
101
• Space resources (mining) and the relative transport of fluidic and/or solid material with "Solar
102
Trailers" possibly with Stopover Cyclers to/from the Main Asteroid Belt.
103
These different Sail Module applications with Space Tugs will in any case require rendez-vous
104
and docking/berthing operations hence specific interfaces, especially In-Orbit Attach Mechanism(s). 111 112 
106
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118
• The Target satellite is the satellite requiring the in-orbit attachment of a (Drag) Sail Module (for 119 its de-orbiting/re-entry). The Target satellite could be cooperative or not.
120
• 
139
(height) mm. When 3D Metal (Aluminum) printed, each prototype will weigh about 254 grams.
140
• The 2 nd Mechanism shown hereafter in Figure 5b is based on the Universal Docking Port (UDP)
141
[11]. The prototype of the androgyne part features an envelope of 110 x 110 (height) mm. When
142
3D Metal (Aluminum) printed, each prototype will weigh about 371 grams.
143
• The 3 rd Mechanism shown hereafter in Figure 5c is based on the concept proposed for the ESA 
Test Cases for the Automated Test at FANUC Luxembourg
152
As part of the In-Orbit Attach Mechanisms development, a verification plan has been prepared 
Facility used for the Automated Test at FANUC Luxembourg
166
The facility kindly made available by FANUC Luxembourg for the automated test on the 3rd 
179
The FANUC's auto-calibrating force sensor FS-15iA has different features to achieve better 
199
The following sections present the impact forces and torques resulting from the automated tests
200
(all conducted with constant approach velocity of 3 cm/sec, starting from the same height above the 
207
The impact (step) force along Z is noticeable around 0.5 second, the level is kept almost constant 
245
The lessons learned and the technical results obtained will be re-injected in subsequent design 246 activities.
247
An important observation was made with the Non-nominal case 3 were contact impact occurred 248 at/by corners: from there, awareness was raised with respect to non-nominal first point contacts
249
injecting all the kinetic energy in a single, reduced area. In case of important misalignment such a 250 failure mode could indeed destroy mission critical equipment necessary for a safe docking.
251
Although not planned, the Team will now consider any future opportunities to repeat the 
